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Editor’s Note

Q C Y C Board 2015

Richard Slee

Commodore

This is the second
issue of the Clipper for
2015. I am really appreciative and would
like to thank Kris
Coward for the nice
layout and design for
this issue. We have
updates from our Officers and Directors.
We have a Board
member profile on our
Grounds Chair, Michael Kelly and a member profile on David Kent.
We also introduce you to our new Dock Master
Nicholas Cianciotta. We have information on our
upcoming cruises to Oakville and Frenchman’s
Bay. Our Rear Commodore, Graham Dougall,
has written a safety corner that includes some
important links and provided information on our
Open Regatta. We have some background information on Brenda Bowskill, a graduate from our
Learn to Sail program who is representing Canada at the Pan Am Games. Unfortunately we have
a memorial for George Chandler. On page?? we
provide detailed information on bar and restaurant hours, tender schedules and events. Enjoy
and please give me your feedback for improving
the Clipper.
We have several ways to communicate with our
members. Our QCYC Webmaster Mark MacRae
continues to improve our website. If you haven't
already registered on the website please do so.
Our Assistant Webmaster, Arleigh Crawford has
designed a great application for members to record their work hours in the Members Only section under Work Hours. There is lots of content
in the members' only area that you can access
once you have signed on. I have included in this
issue some web tips for using our site. The Quick
Clipper allows the Board to communicate timely
information to you. If you are not subscribed you
(Continued on page 3)
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Board Updates
Commodore
Ron Mazza commodore@qcyc.ca
It looks like it’s going
to be another good
summer at Queen
City. As Commodore
for the 2015 season I
am blessed with a
very capable, hardworking Board and
they are a good
bunch to spend time
with. Board meetings
are a real pleasure.
The summer started with a very successful,
wonderfully uneventful two day launch by our
Yard Chair Will Harney. With launch delayed
a week due to thick ice and the Victoria Day
Sail Past weekend as early as it could possibly
be there was not much time to get boats ready
for Sail Past. Despite that, we had a great turnout of 53 Queen City boats plus the Algonquin
Queen and the Harold Robbins for the event
organized by our venerable Rear Commodore

Graham Dougall. There was also one mystery
boat who appeared to be in the wrong Sail Past.
In that short period between the launch and Sail
Past we managed to squeeze in a very successful
work party organized by our Vice Commodore
Jacqui Cook to get the Club ready for summer.
The clubhouse under our house chair Genia
Vanderkruk is looking good as are the grounds
under our Grounds Chair, Mike Kelly.
The new buildings survived the winter well and
are still looking great. The locker building is
now fully occupied and the Captain’s lounge
above is almost complete. The new LTS building is in use already for early season QCYC
race team activities. Yes, the QCYC Junior Club
now has an official club race team. We should
be planting the new trees required by the City
as part of the building permit soon.

At the Special Meeting of May 22, the membership enthusiastically supported the Board’s
decision to replace the Harold Robbins. The
Replacement Boat Committee under the chairmanship of Peter Ashby is now reviewing available candidates across the eastern part of the
continent.
But that expense does not preclude other capital
projects at the Club. We have taken advantage
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of the availability of surplus equipment available after the Pan Am Games to purchase a new
20’ RIB at a substantial savings for Race Committee and LTS use. We have also allocated
funds for repairing existing lockers, Rapids
Queen Remediation Fund, etc.
The Island Airport runway expansion and
introduction of jet aircraft issue continues to
drag on. The scope of the Environmental Assessment (EA) is now being finalized and
when approved, the actual study will commence aiming for completion by year end. A
very tight time table. Ports Toronto (the rebranded Toronto Port Authority) have also
requested Waterfront Toronto to peer review
the final document. But despite the outcome of
the EA the final decision will still need to go
back to City Council to allow modification of
the Tripartite Agreement to allow jet aircraft at
the Island Airport. So, in the end it will be a
political decision. The bottom line issue is still
whether an expanded Island Airport is compatible with the predominant residential and
(Continued on page 7)
(Editor continued from page 2)

need to register in the members-only section of
the website. I would like to thank the Moderators Jim Neundorf and Victor Granic who continue to do an outstanding job on the Quick
Clipper.You can also check out the pictures
from Launch and Sailpast under Members on
the website. Thank you to the members who
provided the great pictures. To find our Facebook page or YouTube Channel, or the current
weather at the end of the Rapids Queen,just
click on the icons at the top of every page on
our website. We also have three twitter accounts: QCYCTOG – Communications,
QCYCTOR – Racing and QCYCsailing –
Learn to Sail that I would encourage you to
join depending on your interests. I would like
to thank Keith Nunn who has been tweeting
away on the Communications twitter account.
Links and a twitter feed are also displayed on
the right hand side of home page of
www.qcyc.ca.
I am always looking for contributions. Writing
a piece for the Clipper or acting as a layout
artist is a great way to earn hours and if you
need ideas, I have lots. Just contact me at communications@qcyc.ca. This is my last year as
Communications Chair and I am looking for
someone that I can mentor to replace me.

Board Updates
Vice Commodore

Rear Commodore

Fleet Captain

Jacqui Cook, vicecommodore@qcyc.ca

Graham Dougall, rearcommodore@qcyc.ca

Chris Borgal, fleetcaptain@qcyc.ca

Taxes, Electricity
and Other Shocking Topics
It has been a jam
packed spring. Launch,
masts, workparty,
Sailpast, Spring Meeting, and Special Meeting. All one right after
another and all well
attended. Our members are actively involved in
our club.
There were two items discussed at the Spring
Meeting that deserve some follow up in our
Clipper. At the meeting, I provided a summary
of the status of the appeal of our tax assessment. The Club rents land and water
from the City of Toronto. We are
responsible for municipal taxes for
both the land and water lots. Every
four years, MPAC assesses the marketing value of all properties that are
taxable in Ontario. In 2008, MPAC
substantially increased their assessment of the market value of land and
water lots used by Yacht Clubs around
the GTA. As a result, the taxes we are
required to pay also substantially
increased. We have been paying these
inflated taxes since 2008.

Again RCYC is
running the Toronto
Bay Ideal 18 Invitational Regatta on
July 25th. The Club
will cover the registration fee.
The
team of Ron Mazza
and Peter Jones came
fifth in 2014. If you
think you’re a crew
that can do better
that our retired gentlemen, who hadn’t sailed
dinghies, in years, decades, maybe longer,
please contact the Rear Commodore.

For details see page 5.

Several new things are
coming up and many old
issues remain with fleet. A
few of the old issues have
prompted correspondence
and I will deal with these
first as they resulted in a
few complaints:
We must strive to be fair
with each other when
using the ferry service. While it is important to
load bicycles first to get them out of the way of
passengers, several are unhappy that some with
bicycles have arrived at the dock and “jumped”
the line to get on the boat first. This is not fair
to those who were first in line. If you have a
bicycle, please establish with those already
waiting where in line you should
be. If you are in line, and the sequence of boarding has been established, please then step aside so
that those with bicycles, whose
position has been established, can
be loaded first. It is preferable that
this be self-monitoring by club
members and I would ask that
members organize themselves on
the dock in a fair and equitable
manner.
Keep in mind that there are load
limits for the boats. As we have to
operate under transport Canada
regulations, we cannot exceed the
rated capacity for any of our boats.
We must not “squeeze” one or two
additional persons on a boat, even
when we want to. So please understand that if you are left on the
dock, we will arrange to quickly
come back and get you within the
limits of our operational capacity.
For the pontoon boat, for instance,
a capacity of 12 must not be exceeded. Failure to observe these
regulations could not only affect
our ability to continue ferry operations but could also result in prose-

At that time we joined with nine other
clubs to appeal these inflated market
value assessments. (Island Yacht Club
has since dropped out when they
declared bankruptcy.) Jim
Thorndycraft, Commodore at the time,
became our representative on the tax
appeal (Each year successive QCYC
Boards have asked Jim to continue as
our contact and he has graciously
agreed. This continuity has been extremely beneficial. Thank you Jim).
The cooperating clubs hired a lawyer
to jointly represent us on this matter.
Until recently, our appeal has moved

(Continued on page 9)

(Continued on page 6)
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Board Updates
Treasurer
John Heath, treasurer@qcyc.ca
Items that affect the
dollars and “sense” of
our club.
The pay your bills on
line option continues to
be growing in popularity, just send the office
(office@qcyc.ca) and
m y s e l f
(treasurer@qcyc.ca) a
note that you will accept e-billing and we will
add you to our growing list. It saves time and
greatly helps us smooth our cash flow. It is
important to remember that a there are a number of expenses that occur over the winter and
spring start up. Fees are due at the time the bills
are received, not just at first day of Launch.

Please contact me if you any concerns via
email.
Please remember, our contract with the Credit
Card companies forbids the Club from maintaining a record of credit card numbers. Please
don’t ask the Office to keep your number on
file for a future payment.
Our utility bills are an ongoing challenge, in
particular water and hydro continue to be
increased by the City of Toronto. Another
growing bill is our cost to dispose of hazardous
waste; it was over $6,700 last fiscal year. We
ask that we all minimize the amount of packaging and unnecessary wastethat we bring to
the Club. If you bring down a jug of new oil
take the old waste back and dispose of it
through your municipal recycle program.The
same applies to paint and finish, solvents batteries, propane tanks, old engine blocks (one
old engine block appeared last year beside a
waste bin???) etc.
We continue to maintain capital investments
on numerous items including:
Repla cement ding hy
(ongoing) for our Learn to
Sail Program (ordered),
Combined race mark boat/
coach boat complete with
trailer (ordered)

to be maintained by Fleet
Captain,
Locker blocks improvements,
New ramp with hand rails
to AQII dock (completed),
Improved dingy launch
ramp,
Continued investment in
Rapids Queen Remediation Fund,
New furnace for House
(completed), Point of Sale
system for office to improve cash transactions
tracking and member
records,
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New ramp for proper accessibility for all at
front entrance (completed May 30th),
Planning underway for proper Dry Sail locker.
(Continued on page 8)

(Vice Commodre, continued from page 4)

very slowly. At various times MPAC has asked
for more time. They have admitted that they do
not have comparative data to support their
valuations. In 2012 MPAC again increased the
market value assessment of our property.

In May of 2015, the Assessment Review Board
(ARB) finally conducted a dispute resolution
meeting for one of the nine cooperating yacht
clubs. It was not fruitful. The ARB has now
issued a Notice of Pre-hearing by Telephone
Conference Call for June 10, 2015. We presume
that the result of this call will either be an
agreement or a full hearing with the ARB in
the fall. However, we do not know what will be
the result.
There are three important issues for the clubs –
fairness, money and future consistency. The
clubs are asking for a market value assessment
process that is consistent with other properties
such as ours (park land, not commercial property that can be developed). We estimate that
QCYC has paid $187,344 in taxes between
2009 and 2015. Potential refund estimates
range from $169,000 to $77,000 depending on
which of the various proposed evaluation methods are finally adopted. (Please note it is unlikely we will receive a cash refund. It is more
likely we will have a credit in our City of Toronto account which future bills will draw
down.) The clubs are asking for a documented
settlement of the assessment process that will
also be applied in the future. Otherwise, this
dispute might start again during the upcoming
2016 MPAC valuations.
The estimated legal bill for this year’s fight is
$5-$8,000. We will keep the membership informed of any developments as they occur.
At the Spring Meeting, the members brought
forward an issue of concern to them. It has
been noticed, that over time, individuals have
been making ad hoc alterations to the mooring
electrical systems without authorization from

Board Updates
House

Entertainment

Genia Vanderkruk, house@qcyc.ca

Philly Chatterdon, entertainment@qcyc.ca

I’m excited to say that a new ramp has been
installed at the front entrance to the Club. This
will improve accessibility into the clubhouse.
Thank you to the team
of builders who showed
up on the last weekend
in May to complete this
project: Michael Kelly,
Trevor Spurr, John
Heath, Douglas Henderson, Lawrence
Concannon; as well as
the advice from Julie Teskey and Liz Rose. I
will also be working towards improving accessibility of the bathroom in the Snug.

As the summer begins, we can look forward to
a variety of entertainment events with some
old standards and some new twists.

At the April board meeting, the Board passed
a motion restricting the use of e-cigarette products to the south balcony of the clubhouse.
The Ontario government has now passed an
amendment to the Electronic Cigarettes Act
which bans the use of these products in all
places where smoking is prohibited, so unfortunately, we can no longer allow the use of
electronic cigarettes anywhere in the clubhouse.
If you would like to earn some work hours,
there are various jobs posted on the Member’s
Only section of the web site. I will keep the list
current, with materials available at the Club to
complete the tasks. Please contact me if you
have an hour or four, and would like to do
some work around the clubhouse.

The classic Lobsterfest will be held on
June 20th and this
year we have our
v e r y
ow n
"Anything Goes
Jazz Band" as they
play vocal jazz,
swing, and standards reminiscent of
days gone by followed by the amazing Tim Bovaconti Band. On
July 11th we have a reshaped event called
“Taste Of The Island” which
will, of course, include ribs
but also a special selection
of vegetarian options and
culinary delights. Upon the
80th anniversary of the
Rapids Queen first entering
Toronto Harbour (July
18th), if the spirits are in the
mood, we may see an encore
performance of the murder
mystery “The Ghost of the
Rapids Queen”. On August
8th, following the Women’s
Skipper Race, the QCYC
shall be graced with the
illustrious sounds of Motown Mamma and her band
supreme who will keep you
dancing into the evening.
These events don’t just happen, they are the product of
many busy hands. The newly formed Entertainment
Committee chaired by Susan
Baker, is always looking for
volunteers to pitch in. So if
you’re looking to fill work
hours and have a blast doing it, please join in!
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(Commodore Continued from page 3)

recreational uses of the waterfront. Based on
all I’ve heard to date, I am firmly of the opinion it is not.
The Club in 2015 appears to be in great shape
with full moorings, new members, new infrastructure, and strong finances with the future
looking good. But despite this, the future is
never certain. So, to get a better idea of what
that future should/could/might look like, our
Planning Chair Trevor Spur, has undertaken a
Strategic Planning exercise. He is chairing a
committee coordinating this work under our
Manager Laura Vanek. It will be interesting to
see how that evolves.
And in midst of all that positive activity let’s
hope we all get out and enjoy some great sailing as Peter Broecker’s Shark says, some wonderful “messing about” in our boats.

Board Updates
Web Tips
Richard Slee, communications@qcyc.ca
Anyone from the
Club who uses an
electronic calendar
can add the Club's
Calendar located on
the
website
www.qcyc.ca to their
personal calendar.
In many cases you
just have to click the
following web address and then subscribe webcal://
qcyc.mhsoftware.com/iCal/calendar_id/2.ics. If
this does not work you will have add another
calendar to your calendar program, indicating
it is a network calendar and then pasting in the
following address: webcal://
qcyc.mhsoftware.com/iCal/calendar_id/2.ics
Instructions by Type of Calendar
Apple Products - click on the link webcal://
qcyc.mhsoftware.com/iCal/calendar_id/2.ics
and when asked whether you want to download and subscribe to the Calendar hit subscribe. Your calendar should now have QCYC
events in it which will update each time the
there is a change.

Google Calendar - sign into your Gmail account and then go to Calendar (top menu bar).
In the left hand menus click the down arrow on
"Other Calendars" and then click on "Add by
URL" and paste the link webcal://
qcyc.mhsoftware.com/iCal/calendar_id/2.ics.
The events will show at the top of the day
displayed.
Thunderbird - Click on Calendar tab to bring
up your calendar then from the menu at the
top pull down "File" and then "New" and then
“Calendar.” Select "Network Calendar" select
"ICalendar" and paste the address above into
the location box, hit next and complete the
process.
Some of the most important Club documents
are located in the first menu item in the Mem-

bers-Only Section (you must be logged in) and
include the Members’ Handbook, Bylaw One,
Emergency Communications Plan, Capital
Project Plan and the Accessibility for Ontarians
with Disabilities Policy of the Queen City
Yacht Club. You can find any item using a
‘keyword search’.

The Handbook attempts to capture all the main
policies and processes that are in current use at
the Club. The Incident Reporting Form from
the Emergency Communications Plan can be
downloaded from this section as well. This
should be used by all members for reporting all
incidents involving the Club (see Plan for more
detail).
The Capital Project Plan sets out potential
future capital projects that have been identified
by the Board of Directors for future consideration. Each project must be approved by the
Board before they are started.
Some of the most informative information
about the Club is located in the in the Members-Only Section (you must be logged in). Just
to name three sections and encourage you to go
there are Notifications: where our Secretary
Joanna Kidd puts the approved minutes of
Board meetings, AGMs and SGMs and reports
from Officers and Directors. These minutes and
reports go back to January 2012.
If you are interested in acquiring a locker or
switching lockers then go to the Locker Notice
section which lists the most current locker
availability and how to apply. It also has a list
of current locker assignments by member
name. One section that I find most helpful is
the online Membership Roster which was created by our Assistant Web Master, Arleigh Crawford, which allows you to search for members’
contact information by name or boat. Even if
you know only the first or last name of the
member you should be able to pull up their
information or if you know the boat name you
will be able to find out who owns it. We also
try to keep it up to date so it will be more current then the paper Roster.
Did you know that Philly Chatterton our Entertainment Chair has done a great job of providing detail on each event this year under Members/Entertainment? He provides lots of information on the 16 events he has scheduled this
8

year. Also of interest at this time of year is the
Learn to Sail program under the Sailing menu.
You might not realize this but we also have a
complete adult learn to sail program on dinghies and keelboats.
(Treasurer continued from page 6)

As is our tradition, I presented the Income and
Expense Budget at the Spring Meeting. I can
tell you that we continue to be in good financial shape. Since our moorings are full with
existing members and new members of all
types are signing up we are in good shape this
year, our membership and mooring revenues
are ahead of this time last year. We are up net
in senior members from last year and the
Membership Chair continues to do a wonderful
job with Associate Members. We have a new
Associate that is already considering a keel
boat and moving to Senior!
On a final note, we have financial arrangements approved in principal for a loan with our
bank CIBC. The loan would be a combined
race committee, work boat and 12 passenger
tender. Information was presented at the
Spring Meeting May 22nd on both the budget
summary and the new boat financing plan.
Looking forward to seeing you on the water
and at the club!

Board Updates
(Fleet continued from page 4)

cution of our boat captains and the club itself.
I am asking for common sense to prevail here
rather than personal interest!
We will dock at Ward’s Island as, and when,
possible given the sea state and the state of
the security gates on that side of the lagoon. It
is up to the discretion of the Head Captain
and the boat Captain to determine when it is
safe or reasonable to dock there. While some
might interpret conditions as being safe, the
skippers have the sole discretion and responsibility under maritime law to make the final
determination. If you have a problem, please
contact me and I will work to sort out any
issues.
In the absence of the Robbins, we have had
trouble resolving the issue of freight runs
which have been organized on an ad hoc
basis. This will be resolved as soon as possible.
The sailing schedule is posted but we may add
additional runs, particularly during race night
or after events, as required by demand. Please
do not use the “app” to determine if an extra
run is going to happen. It is better to check on
the dock with the crews at the time the boat
returns to determine if a back-to-back run will
be going out. In other words, it is our intention to operate the boats in the real, rather
than virtual, world . . . (yes, that is real water
shipping aboard when the weather app says it
may be windy)!
Beyond operation issues are the issues related
to equipment. While we were able to get the
Robbins into service for Sailpast and the first
race, on-going problems have worsened and
we are now dealing with additional engine
issues. As I related earlier, the Robbins is no
longer rated for passenger service and will be
used in service only as a workboat (as defined
by Transport Canada regulations) for operations directly related to the operation of the
Club.Unpaid staff (such as race committee
members) can use the boat but must be
briefed for safety each time they embark. So,
at present, we have only two boats available
for passenger use.
That will soon, however, change. Authorization has now been voted by club members to
organize and obtain a replacement vessel.
Which brings the classic triangular issue - low

cost, speedy acquisition, and perfect vessel.
You can have any two of these items but not
all three. The committee is now working on
finding the right vessel. Stay tuned. That being
said, I was happy (as a matter of tradition) that
the Robbins was able to function during Sailpast. Perhaps, next year, the flag officers and
pipers will be standing on a new deck (new to
the club at least).
While the Pan Am Games will likely disrupt
the use of the harbour for a period of time, one
of the fall-outs will be the disbursement of
equipment once the games are over. This
equipment will be available at a healthy reduction in price and I am pleased that the Club
will be able to take advantage of the opportunity by acquiring a slightly used RIB (Rigid
Inflatable Boat) at a substantial discount for
use as a mark boat and for other service duties. This will only be operated by certified
crews and the certification requirements will
exceed basic standards of competency due to
the size and power of the boat.
The AQ II will be out of service for a few days
early in the summer while we upgrade and do
maintenance that we were unable to complete
during the severe winter. Minor improvements
should be visible on the AQ II and on the
pontoon boat as the summer progresses as we
buff out marks and scratches, replace worn or
broken items, re-finish brightwork, and improve access to the boats. The crews will be
spending time between runs to do this upgrading and maintenance work. Please express
your appreciation of their efforts and, if you
have suggestions related to things that can be
completed, let me know.
I would like to thank the Moorings Chair for
organizing the new bridge to the ferry dock
which looks great and will be much safer. It
will also allow our mates to control crowds
more easily, particularly those who arrive at
the Club for events and are unused to our
operational procedures. Last year, an uncontrolled crowd rushed the ferry and, with too
many on the dock, caused it to tip which resulted in damage to both the dock and the AQ
II.
Although next tasks this summer include developing a plan for storing all boats at the
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Club next winter, I think it is time to stop
writing and get my mast in. I’d like to do some
sailing this summer and hope that everyone
enjoys the long evenings this time of the year
on your boats; on the docks; and in the clubhouse.
I must also reiterate my comments from the
previous Clipper. Please bear in mind that,
once on board, each skipper is operating under
Transport Canada rules; which means under
Maritime Law. That means, whatever the
skipper determines is the safe operational
status for the vessel is the skipper’s alone. If
you have a complaint about a run or operations, send a message to me at fleet@qcyc.ca,
and I will deal with it in the most appropriate
manner.
Finally, on a more positive note, I intend to
finance the purchase of a case of 24 beer for
the purpose of bribing the members to send me
suggestions for an appropriate name for the
pontoon boat. The winner gets the case. I will
be selecting and convening a committee to
narrow down a short list then will solicit votes
from the membership for the best option.
While rude and scurrilous names will be gleefully accepted and examined, they will most
likely be rejected in the interests of the sensibilities of those members with young families.
Should the winner be underage, we will arrange for a suitable alternative to the case of
beer, possibly an example of our excellent
regalia, and the committee will then proceed to
drink the beer in the winner’s honour . . . over
and out!!

(Vice Commodore Continued from page 6)

the Club. The Club provides a standard amperage at each slip. The wiring, breakers, breaker
panels and outlets should not be changed without the permission of the Club. The Club will
be hiring an electrician to inspect the system
and make any repairs.

News
Oakville Yacht
Squadron
By Doug Gill
If you are interested in participating in the
Cruise please record you name, boat name and
details, LOA, Beam and Draught on the signup sheet in the Club House or alternately
email Keith Aldridge Cruise Captain at
keith@YorkU.CA with the information.
When the wind is right Oakville Yacht Squadron is about a 3.5 hour sail from our club (at 6
knots and going out the Western Gap). Going
out the Eastern gap it is about 20 minutes longer. OYS is on the west side of Oakville Harbour. The Town of Oakville has its own docks
that are occupied by those who would not necessarily belong to a club (OYS or the Oakville
Club). The two clubs also have docks that are
exclusively for them. The docks belonging to
OYS are all on the west side and directly connected to the grounds of the clubhouse. Docks
on the west side closer to the entrance of the
harbour and those above the town launch
ramp, are leased directly from the town. Some
members of both OYS and the Oakville Club
have town-dock moorings. The town informally
allows the two clubs to use town docks leased
by club members for visiting reciprocal clubs.
These docks are available through the officer of
the day for OYS and the Oakville Club.
At OYS, there is a long dock reserved for visitors tucked inside the entrance for the set of
docks below the clubhouse (about 3 boats can
use this dock). The member-occupied docks are
Mediterranean-style. The officer of the day
monitors 68. There are gas barbeques for use
next to the clubhouse as well as a full kitchen
in the clubhouse that can be used if there is no
special event. There is no regular restaurant
service at the club but lots of restaurants a
short walk along the main street over the
bridge. OYS is a very relaxed and informal
club like ours. There is wireless internet
through the club. Although there is a pumpout
in the harbour (operated by the town) it is not
available to visitors because the pumpout attendant cannot take cash and a seasonal pass is

required that is not available at the location of
the pumpout.
Link to OYS web site: OYS www.oysqn.com/

New Dock Master
In case you have
not already discovered our new
Dock Master for
the 2015 season
is
Nicholas
Cianciotta. Nicholas has been a
member
at
QCYC for seven
years now sailing
on Ascend with
his mother Deirdre Sadler and the other Nick (Mather). This
will also be his sixth year working with Entertainment, first with Geoff Heathcote and now
with Philly Chatterton, setting up for bands
and special events at QCYC.As well he assisted
in setting up the Club’s WIFI. He went to the
University of Toronto for a year and now has
decided to transfer to Theatre Production at
Ryerson. He currently lives in Cabbage Town,
so it is a short subway ride for him to get to the
Club. When he is working a band he sleeps on
the boat and can be right at work the next
morning!! He will be going back to school after
the September long weekend.

On the Water Safety
Corner
Graham Dougall, rearcommodore@qcyc.ca
Here are some useful links on safety or safety
related topics:
LIGHTENING

http://safety.dri.edu/FieldSafety/Guidelines/
Lightning_Safety_Guideline.pdf
Safe Boating Council’s:

http://www.ec.gc.ca/foudre-lightning
http://weather.gc.ca/lightning/index_e.html?
id=ONT
ht t p: / / w w w .l i g ht ni ng sa f et y .no a a .g o v /
outdoors.htm
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Indefatigable on the Great Lakes—August 2012
By Brian Iler
Every five years or so, it seems, I wistfully say
to Mary “Maybe we could go back to the
North Channel again this summer”. That
happened last winter, and to my delight,
again, the game response was “We could do
that.” And so we did.
The North Channel is where I got the sailing
bug, years ago, when Waterloo friends Moe
and Anne Marie, who had just learned to sail,
rented a boat, and invited me along for a
week. I wrote to them last summer, while in
the midst of the Wabuno Channel, west of
Manitoulin’s Little Current: “My love for this
marvelous piece of the world was, of course,
kindled byour generous invitation to join you
for that amazing week back in, was it 1985?”
Moe responded, in part: “And then there's
sailing east out of Clapperton toward Little
Current while following a classic cumulonimbus along the North Channel throwing off
waterspouts in severe winds complete with
damaging hail and hearing my friend Brian
ask "What do you think Moe, can we raise
the sails now that it has gone on ahead of us?"
I'm sure while you were aboard I sailed with
an adventurous and daring boy in a man's
body.”
This was Mary’s and my third trip on Indefatigable to the North Channel. The first time
we’d trucked the boat both ways to and from
southern Georgian Bay. Then, in 2007, we
sailed up, with a ten-day delay in Sarnia while
the boat was repaired from damage from an
unfortunate lee shore we got caught in, and
trucked back.
This time, a bit wiser, we opted to truck up to
Parry Sound, and sail back, the theory being
that we could, hopefully, catch the prevailing
southwesterlies on Lake Erie. Starting out
from Parry Sound allowed us to avoid the
too-busy Small Craft Passage to the south, and
to get into the North Channel with just a few
days’ sailing.

arriving back in time to get back to work after
the Labour Day weekend.

Parry Sound has a big Coast Guard station, so
it wasn’t a surprise to have one of their cutters
pass us on our way out:

Thanks to Kevin Tapping and his bevy of
contacts, the trucking was trouble-free; we unstepped the afternoon before the truck was to
arrive at Kevin’s yard on the east side of Toronto’s harbour, and when we arrived at
Sound Boatworks, there Indefatigable was, in
the water, ready for stepping. Their friendly
and experienced staff smoothly got the mast
up and in.
Enough time was left that day that we opted
to check out a Pow-Wow on nearby Parry
Island, which is Wasauksing First Nation,
where we found some amazing aboriginal
crafts and clothing, and drumming and round
dances that we’re now seeing nightly on the
news, with “Idle no More”. We were moved
by the obvious pride with which participants
shared their heritage with us.

We were excited about the trip north to Killarney, we’d never sailed it before. And we were
prepared for the navigational challenges, with
Richardson’s chartbook, Navionics e-charts on
Fugawi software on a laptop, with a GPS
“puck”, and a handheld Garmin GPS with
another set of e-charts loaded. We found ourselves using all of them simultaneously, whenever things got uncertain, as they often do, the
first time through. The result, a far greater
assurance of safety than I’ve ever felt before,
and far fewer groundings. We hit bottom only
once, as we anchored in the Bustards, where
the two e-charts disagreed, and I didn't listen
to Mary.

A Coast Guard cutter near Parry Sound

Here are some highlights from the trip:
Parry Sound to Killarney
Perfect weather, save for the 15 knots on our
bow. We are passing Parry Island, on a westerly course, until we pick up the buoy to turn
north on.

Picking up the buoy to turn north on

The plan; spend all of August on the water,
allowing ten days or so for the return trip,
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The Small Craft Passage running north is very carefully buoyed, and fun to work through. Here’s
our track up to Pointe au Baril, on the Navionics chart and with some zoom, the last stretch out
onto Georgian Bay:

We considered staying inside, but two things
gave us pause; we really wanted to get into the
North Channel, and the Small Craft Passage is
far slower than a straight rhumb line out on
the open water. Plus the water was low; only
two cm above chart datum, and there were a
couple of spots after Pointe au Baril that were
possibly only at the five-foot promised controlling depth. Not good, as we draw 6’4”. So out
we went. Here’s the Pointe au Baril lighthouse,
as we headed out.

And we had one of those perfect sailing days;
15 knot on the beam allowing us to reach the
Bustard Islands by late afternoon; perfect for
Mary, who hates still being underway much
after four o’clock.
Interesting entrance to the anchorage. As you
can see from our course on the chart, you head
straight east until you can see down The Gun
Barrel, and then you head straight down it,
into a great anchorage
Another day’s great sailing brought us into
Killarney Bay, at the eastern end of the North
Channel. We put the anchor down for the
night just outside of Covered Portage Cove,
which was far too full of anchored boats for us
to squeeze in. That was the only time we’d
experience a crowded anchorage, most boats
head home by the first week of August, and we
were left with virtually deserted anchorages for
the rest of the trip.

(Continued on page 13)
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We had reserved a berth for the next few days
at Killarney Mountain Lodge, and settled in
very nicely the next morning.Here we are:

an issue on the North Channel, as there’s just
no public transportation for guests or in the
event of an urgent return to the city.

Great weather, great sailing, fabulous scenery,
and great company.

For the next few weeks we cruise, back and
forth between our pickup point, Killarney, to
Little Current for supplies and great pickerel
suppers in the Anchor Inn, and west to the
Benjamin Islands, the North Channel’s jewels.
Here are those trips as recorded by Fugawi:

Soon enough, it was time to head home. The
plan is to round the west end of Manitoulin
and head down the west coast of Lake Huron,
something I’d not done before. We opt to head
west through the channel north of the Benjamins.It’s incredibly gorgeous and we have yet
(Continued on page 14)

Sadly, a friend had died suddenly, and we had
to return to Toronto. We’d already arranged
with friends Dora and Les Tabobandung, from
Wasausink First Nation, to ferry our car from
Parry Sound up to Killarney, and they were
more than happy to join us for Killarney’s
justly famous fish and chips when they arrived.
Over the next few weeks, we‘d have three more
scrumptious meals there.
Exploring the town, we wondered what a substantial new brick building that looked like a
Keg Restaurant was doing in Killarney. As I
peered into the window, a friendly face appeared, and we were quickly invited in to tour
the town’s new water filtration plant. To be
sure, I was far more fascinated than Mary.

Passages around Killarney, Little Current, the Benjamin Islands, and the North Channel

Returning, we were pleased that the strong
winds that had blown through while we were
in Toronto did no damage, and thanked our
dockmates who’d kept an eye on our lines for
us.
The North Channel
We’d brought friends Bill and Paulette back
with us. After cruising with us, they’ll take our
car back to Toronto, and my nephew Fraser
(part of our Thursday race crew) will drive it
back up a week later with our friends Eddie
and Edie, coming in from Victoria to join us for
the sail back to Toronto. Fraser then will get
the car back to park at AYC, in time for our
arrival Labour Day weekend. Transportation is
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another fine sailing day, anchoring for the
night near the northwest end of Mary Island.
Speaking of Mary, here she is on the helm that
day, with the white Killarney Mountains fading
away on the stern (and, as the flag shows, yet
another beam reach day):

One last stop in the North Channel, the remote settlement of Meldrum Bay on the western tip of Manitoulin Island, we manage to just
get in and tie up before an ominous-looking
cold front storms through.That’s our Eddie by
our boat. Eddie and I are helping another boat
who also got in in time, tie up.
South on Lake Huron
Good sailing the next day, right down to Rogers City, on the tip of Michigan’s index finger,
where we arrived mid-afternoon, and checked
into the US, by phone. Supper at a local restaurant, for a treat, was doubly so; we were
pleased to have the recently-crowned Miss
Rogers City as our server.
Looking at the number of days we have left, I
start talking up at least one overnight to give
us some flexibility, but no one else aboard will
have any of it. Oh, well. It’ll mean some long
days, but we’ll get back in time, if the weather
holds. If not an overnight, then the next day
will be short, the only possible stop is
Presque’Ile Harbor, only four hours away. We
anchor just as a line squall hits hard, we heel
over hard, but the Delta is well buried, and
we’re secure. We watch, though, as another
sailboat in the anchorage wasn’t so lucky and
they drag right by us, and suddenly they’re
scurrying in the driving wind and rain to get
the anchor up and secure again.

Next day is one of those long days with lots of
motoring, and the only choice for a stop is
Harbour Beach, which, notwithstanding its
name, is an industrial port, and so far away
that we feel our way in in the pitch-dark, with
my eyes glued to the e-charts, as Eddie steers.

An easy jog the next day got us into Port Huron Yacht Club, just across the Blue Water
Bridge from Sarnia. A chance to do some shopping, fuel up, pump out, and sample beer for a
buck in the Clubhouse. I look up the Port Huron Statement, the founding document of Students for a Democratic Society, written mostly
by Tom Hayden, who was, in her radical days,
Jane Fonda’s husband. It inspired me back in
the 60s, and is still an inspiring document, to
my mind. I read some of it out loud, and would
have read more if there had been more expressions of interest from my crewmates.
Port Huron to Pelee Island
Heading down the St. Clair River, we hit 9-10
knots over ground, as the current whisks us
along. We’re now in the midst of big ships and
the St. Clair River, Lake St. Clair, and the
Detroit River are teeming with them, as we hug
the edges of the buoyed channels to keep well
clear. At least we avoided the five short blasts
we got years ago on a similar trip up the Detroit River.
Finding a stop the next night proves a problem.
While we could have stopped at the Windsor
Yacht Club, it’s still in Lake St. Clair, and we
thought we could put a few more hours in and
get down past Windsor and Detroit by early
evening. We choose the Wyandot Yacht Club,
on the Michigan side. But there’s no Ports
Guide down here, and to be safe, we call to
ensure they have room and depth for us. A
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volunteer club, I reach the Commodore at
work, and she assures me there’s no problem.
But what’s this? As it gets dark, we find the
Wyandot marked on the charts is abandoned,
with some bikers in an empty lot, and not
much depth at all. We call the Club again, to
discover the charts are out-of-date, and they’ve
moved north several miles. We backtrack, and,
with the help of a few more calls, find them
waving us in. But we can’t as we hit bottom,
mud thankfully. And they’re embarrassed; all
powerboaters, they just didn’t think there
would be a problem for us. We tie up on their
outer wall, which is fine, as there’ll be no wind
tonight.
As we make our way down the Detroit River, I
tell of my relatives who fled the US War of
Independence in 1788, but ended up renting a
farm on Grosse Isle, in the River, for twenty
years. They finally got some land in Upper
Canada, and sneaked across the frozen Detroit
iver on a dark night in the winter of 1808. My
dad was born in the Iler Settlement they founded on the shore of Lake Erie, some twenty
miles east.

Pelee Island, just off the tip of Point Pelee, was
an easy destination, and we’re in, checked back
into Canada by phone, and settled by
mid-afternoon. It’s not that big an island, I said,
and we opt to hike off to the northeast tip to
see a restored lighthouse. After several steamy
hours walking down dusty roads, a local senses
our distress, pulls up, and we all pile into his
car for a welcome ride to the lighthouse. Heading back, we stick to the shoreline, which is
cooler, a lot more interesting, and more direct.
Lake Erie
Still no interest from crew in an overnight. But
time’s running out, and we have no choice but
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to get up before dawn, and head for Port Stanley. It’s blowing hard, well over 20 knots,
thankfully out of the southwest. But it’s going
to be a very difficult day. The waves behind us
are building, particularly after we clear Pelee
Island and the Point, and we can’t sail the
rhumb line, we need to steer at least 20 degrees
off the wind to keep the jib full (no one volunteered to go forward and pole the jib out).
Eddie and I agree on one hour on, one hour off,
as the work of keeping the boat on course as
the waves slew it sideways is strenuous. Mary’s
keeping us good company, and Edie’s not keen
on being in the cockpit at all. She stays below,
in the V-berth for the day. We see huge waves,
and occasional gusts up to 28 knots or so. It
does not abate all day.
It is 9:30 by the time we tie up in Port Stanley.
But like Wyandot Yacht Club, there are no
pump-out facilities in Port Stanley that we can
reach, and strict measures are indicated to

ensure the holding tank has room for when it
is really needed.
Again, though, we’re up and away before dawn,
because the weather is about to change, and we
must get out of Lake Erie before it does. Turns
out to be a great day, with winds out of the
north, making for flat water, and a good sail.
The sun sets, gloriously, as we approach Port
Colborne.
It is Saturday night of the Labour Day weekend in Port Colborne. At least three bands are
playing simultaneously at the Marina as we
pull in. All we want is a relaxing beer, and bed,
as we want to get in line for the Welland Canal
as early as possible Sunday morning. The
bands finally shut down, and sleep comes pretty quickly.
Welland Canal and Home
The problem with the Welland is that pleasure
craft are a nuisance for the controllers; or that’s
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certainly the impression they give. We’ve waited for a whole day before, even though there
seemed to be very few big ships traversing the
Canal. So we decide to get into position to
enter the Canal as early as we can Sunday
morning, hoping they’ll slot us in early. That
means, though, that we still can’t pump out, or
fuel up, as the Marina in Port Colborne won’t
be open for hours yet. There is a bit of room in
the holding tank, and somewhat less than a
quarter tank of diesel. We can manage. Calling
into Seaway Control on the dedicated phone,
I’m told to stand by on Channel 14, and they’ll
call soon. We wait. And wait. By noon, in frustration, I call again, to be told we’re scheduled
to enter in half an hour. Nice.
There are eight locks on the Welland, the one
in Port Colborne has little drop. By the time
you’ve entered the lock, with the gates closing
behind, and motor to the other end, the gates
are opening into the canal proper. We’re all
(Continued on page 19)

Launch

Photos by Don Hinchley, Genia Vanderkruk, Jacqui Cook,, Jim Nuendorf, Barry O’Neill, and Michael Kelly
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Sailpast

Photos by Don Hinchley
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Sailpast

Photos by Don Hinchley and Genia Vanderkruk
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(Cruising the Great Lakes Continued from page
15)

alone this time, previously, we’ve shared the
trip with several other pleasure craft. It’s fifteen
miles of motoring to the next locks, all of which
are in St. Catharines. They become routine,
friendly lockkeepers toss us lines and chat for a
bit, the water level drops us down and down,
the gates open, we wave goodbye as we let go
of the lines to the keepers who are now 50 feet
above us, and we motor out and into the next

lock. We’re just leaving Lock 7 here:
But as we approach Lock 3, the red light stays
on, so we hover for a few minutes, waiting for
the green light to proceed into the lock. A few
minutes more, and we finally call up Seaway
Control on the VHF. “Oh, you’ll have an hour
wait or so, while we bring a ship up. Better tie
up.” Strange. They certainly could have let us
know.
Eventually, we’re out and into Lake Ontario. It’s
dark (again), and the fuel gauge reads empty.
We need fuel, badly. What’s close? I recall
there’s a marina just on the east side of the
canal entrance, so we motor slowly around. Ed
says “You’ve been in here before?” I say, “No”
and realize we need to check the charts for
depth. Oops. Another powerboat marina – no
way we’ll get in there. We turn around, and
head for Port Dalhousie instead. It’s a warm
quiet night. Will we make it? We’re all a bit
tense. But make it we do. Tie up just opposite
the Yacht Club, for the night.

Fuelling up next morning, we have a pleasant
surprise, the tank holds 75 litres, and it only
took 64 to fill it. There’s lots of fuel left even
though the gauge reads empty. Good to know.

One last story to tell: as we motored in calm air
across to Toronto, we hear a “pan-pan” from
the Coast Guard on the VHF, a boat has run
out of fuel on its way from Port Dalhousie to
Toronto, our course. We see the Coast Guard
ship Cape Storm fly by us, but a few minutes
later see it turn, and head towards a powerboat
just ahead off our starboard bow. If it’s gas they
need, we do have lots in our dinghy motor
tank, I say we could offer it, if that would help.
On the radio, the skipper of the Cape Storm is
appreciative, and as we gently come up to hand
our gas tank over, the sheepish folks on the
powerboat express thanks. They tell us we can
pick up the tank, at the Marine Police station. I
do, several weeks later. It is empty.
And we’re home, back at AYC. Given the past
week, we’re in need of a serious rest.
Timing is always a
problem cruising if you
have other commitments. We did linger in
the North Channel, of
course, and we could
have had to leave the
boat somewhere in
Lake Erie if the weather had not co-operated
the way it did. But the
fun of exploring new
places, and relying on
one’s wits to meet the
challenges the elements
toss at you, always
seems to entice us back
19

year after year to sailing vacations that tend to
the vigorous, rather than the relaxing. So be it.
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Brenda Bowskill’s Search for Gold at the
Pan Am Games
Our Commodore was approached by Brenda
Bowskill, a graduate of our Junior Club, and
recently appointed to the Canadian Team of
sailors at the Pan Am Games this summer
seeking our assistance. We set up a fund raising event on Friday May 29 in the Great Hall.
We were also treated to a spectacular and entertaining documentary by our own Steve Behal
on our Junior Club.
Brenda Bowskill
Brenda’s mother Deborah was in attendance
and her sister Brigit, another graduate of
QCYC’s Junior Club, spoke about Brenda’s
accomplishments and dreams. She thanked us
all for supporting Brenda as she pursues
GOLD at the Pan Am Games this summer! She stated that “the continued support of
QCYC and its members is invaluable. Brenda
always remembers her roots and where it all
began.”
Deborah Bowskill’s parents, Stan and Dorothy
Gore became members of QCYC in 1994. They
had a Fantasia 27 called Iron Lady. Deborah
was 29 years old when her parents joined and
she had two small girls, Bridgit was six and
Brenda was two years old at the time. The girls
and she frequented the club with her parents
and she used to help her dad with haul-out and
launch. Deborah met Doug Harvey (Something
Extra & Sundance) in 1997 while sitting in the
Snug Room during break from pushing and
pulling, and buttering! Doug and she started
dating and they took many summer holidays
with the girls around Lake Ontario. They all
lived aboard Something Extra in the summers
and decided to place the girls in Junior Club –
Learn to Sail program. She remembers one day
when Bridgit and Brenda came home from
Junior Club with a kitten which they immediately brought into their family. Her name is
Tabitha and they enjoy her still to this day.The
girls continued their sailing experiences at
QCYC Junior Clubin an Opti and Albacore
earning their White Sail levels I, II, and III

before moving closer to home
at Whitby Yacht Club, where
they continued their levels
and were members of the
Race Team. Bridgit earned her
levels at Junior Club and went
onto being a Head Instructor
at Queen’s Quay Sailing &
Powerboating before starting
her career at St. Michael’s
Hospital in Diabetes Research. Bridgit still tries to
make it over to QCYC to race
with Doug on Wednesday
evenings. Bridgit is now 27 and she and her
boyfriend Andrew bought their first home
together in Waterdown. How time flies! Brenda is currently in Europe, so her sister Bridget
spoke of her accomplishments and aspirations
on Friday May 29.

The start of Brenda's success can be attributed
to the early sailing program at Queen City
Yacht Club. Brenda often talks about her
early days at Junior Club, beach days and her
instructor, Steve Cutting.

Brenda Bowskill Female Sailor of the Year 2013 and 2014
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2014 Lauderdale Olympic Class Ocean Regatta
– 1st
2014 Miami World Cup – 27th
2013 Laser Radial World Championships –
27th
2013 Laser North American – 2nd

Know more about Brenda Bowskill’s sailing
campaign by visiting her website:https://
brendabowskillsailing.wordpress.com/

Brenda Bowskill will represent Canada at 2015 Pan Am Games.
This summer Brenda will be part of the largest
Canadian contingent at a Major Games in
Canadian history with over 700 athletes competing across all sports! The sailing competition will be hosted by the Royal Canadian
Yacht Club July 12-19, with a rare glimpse of
sailing taking place on the downtown Toronto
waterfront. As a non-ticketed sporting event,
you can soak in the finals from one of Toronto’s most popular urban beaches – Sugar Beach
and viewing from your very own QCYC.

“Thank you to QCYC and its members for
your continued support! It is a team effort and
I'm hopeful you will continue to support Brenda in her quest for GOLD at the Pan American
Games and in her pursuit of RIO 2016.”
The extract below is from an article from
RCYC recently published in a number of websites and publications.
Brenda Bowskill, the local Laser Radial sailor
will be representing Canada at the 2015 Pan
American games. Brenda represented Canada
at the Youth World Championships held in
Istanbul, Turkey in 2010. This was Brenda’s
first World Championships, and the big event
that sparked her dreams of eventually representing Canada at the Olympic Games. She
continued on her sailing path to qualify for the
Canadian National Sailing team at the age of
18. Brenda has moved up the ranks on the

National Team from development level to
currently the senior level.
Brenda is studying nursing at the Ryerson
University located in Toronto, Canada. She has
made her two life goals of graduating University and going to the Olympics very achievable
as her home, school, and training location are
all within 20 minutes of each other. Brenda
will continue being competitive within the
international fleet and will push hard leading
up to the 2016 Olympic Trials.

Brenda sailing with Doug Harvey

Brenda recently qualified
for the sole position in
the Laser Radial class to
represent Canada at
the 2015 Pan American
Games. Brenda’s recent
results:
2015 Pan American representative – RCYC July
2015
2015 ISAF Sailing World
Cup Miami – 15th
2014 ISAF World Championships – 30th
2014 European Laser
Championships- 13th
2014 Garda Trentino
Olympic Week Regatta –
10th
Brenda Bowskill in Rubber Ducky Dinghy Race
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Board Member Profile:
Michael Kelly
By Richard Slee
For Michael his interest in sailing or should I
say partying (not sure what he was more interested in), started in the early 1980’s at the
Ashbridges Bay Yacht Club when a friend
invited him to go out on a cruise to the Bluffs
to enjoy a party on the water. He continued
with his love affair with sailing at the National
Yacht Club in the old club house mainly partying with some racing thrown in
just for fun. He crewed for a number of members of both NYC,
ABYC, Frenchmen’s Bay and
Etobicoke Yacht Clubs. He recalls
that in these early days a big boat
was 22-25 feet long.
Michael has been sailing as crew
and having fun for 35 years and it
was not until 2010 that he decided
to buy Fine Romance a Mirage 35
from Geoff Heathcotte. When
Lesley Heathcote decided she was
not going to continue to sail Geoff
acquired Sea Sharp and then had
two boats. He spoke to Michael
about buying Fine Romance and
Michael’s response was that he
could always sail on Geoff’s boat.
Geoff replied that Michael could also sit and
sail on his own boat and thus Michael acquired
Fine Romance and joined QCYC as a senior
member.
Michael and his wife Deborah Bourke decided
they needed some formal training and had
Scott Forbes teach them on their new boat.
They both acquired their CYA Basic Cruising
certificate. Michael thought that it was really
wonderful to learn on your own boat. Fortunately for Michael, Deborah loves the water.
This brought a smile to his face as he pointed
out that when two people buy a boat together
they have to be on the same page! He got lucky
as even though he did not have any seniority
he was able to acquire a dock, as at the time no
one else wanted it.

So far Michael and Deborah have done cruises
up to the Prince Edward Yacht Club in Picton
and attended the Oakville Jazz Festival while
staying at the Oakville Club, though he was
not enamoured with doing a 360 degree turn in
the creek. He recounts an embarrassing experience of trying to get to Fifty Point two years
ago. He plotted everything on the GPS and
thought he was entering the harbour when he
ran aground on a sand bank off Grimsby. He
tried everything to get off and finally reversed
into building waves and got off the bank. Deborah was in a bike race at Fifty Point and Michael had to get there, so he navigated the

Michael at Niagara on the Lake YC by Genia
Vanderkruk
firing range through increasingly high waves
and finally got into Fifty Point. They then decided to go on to Niagara on the Lake but did
not realize how far it was. Michael and Deborah have enjoyed their adventures and finding
their way around the Lake.
When asked why he joined QCYC he sheepishly admits that he had loved the Club and
attended so many events that Pat Whetung
finally approached him and asked him why he
wasn’t a member. He joined as an Associate
immediately. The Club as it usually does set
about corrupting him and encouraging him to
buy a boat. He states that he has stayed because it is the best club on the Lake and we
truly are spoiled. He states “you really realize
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just how good we have it when you travel to
other clubs. Where can you step right of your
boat into beautiful parkland?” The people are
amazing and Deborah just loves the Club.
Though he has only been at the Club for six
years he has seen some really positive changes. Lot of young people are joining as Dry
Sailors and we have with some difficulty built
a wonderful learn to sail facility. This he feels
sets us up for a bright future. In that six years
he is now in his third year as Ground Chair.
He loves serving the Club as he feels that it is
really nice to be giving back to such a fantastic
place. He has also led the refurbishing of the
mast though he says that it
would not have happened without the Veenhuizen brothers and
others. Michael is very impressed
with the amount of talent we
have around the Club. He also
had fun participating in tearing
down the old buildings and digging trenches to the new ones.
He also served on the Committee
to complete the buildings.
When asked about family he
speaks of having a large family
with lots of nieces and nephews
mainly located in the States. He
reminisces that his family were
long time farmers in Ireland and
as a boy he was sent to boarding
school in County Wexford in
Ireland. When his friends went to University
he decided that was not for him and went to
learn about hotel management in Switzerland
where he served in many five star hotels before telling his boss he wanted to come to
Canada and asked if he had any contacts. The
boss gave him a number of contacts in Toronto. He came to Canada in 1972 but did not
like the offers he was getting in hotel management so he switched to advertising sales. In
five years he was bored and switched to cosmetic sales becoming a National Account
Executive which unfortunately involved a lot
of travel which finally drove him to look at
something totally different. He had always
like building or knocking things down so he
decided to start a small residential construction company. He loved getting his hands
(Continued on page 23)
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dirty but he had always been in a suit. So the
company has remained small so he can be

hands on and not supervise. He loves construction and has no plans to retire. He also admits
that for fifteen years he was in partnership in a
restaurant called Southern Accent. Surprisingly
he admits that it was so successful he sold out
as it took too much of his time.

sailing. He strongly believes that young people are the future our Club.

When asked about his hobbies he beams and
speaks about his love of sports. He loves skiing
and golfing and of course sailing. He used to
play hockey as well. He skis in the Italian Alps
and Mount Tremblant in Quebec. Deborah
shares his love of skiing being originally from
Alberta. Michael had known Deborah for years
but she became of patron of his restaurant
Southern Accent. She ask him about Ireland as
she was planning on going there. A few years
later they were marrying in the restaurant.

Chef Michael Kelly Geneva Switzerland 1975

When asked about the future of QCYC he
emphatically speaks about the importance of
getting young people involved in the Club
through the learn to sail program and dry
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Skiing in the Alps in the 70s

Feature Articles
Chili Delivery

(40'), with that huge high bow design. S/V
Chili at the dock in Simpson Bay (below left)

By Jim Dow

Our optimistic departure time was supposed to
be Monday evening. But after timing the bridge
to get outside the Bay, filling with fuel and ice,
going for a test sail to see what shape the boat
was in, it seems we created quite a list of items
for the new owner to begin his journey into
boat ownership .... spending more money! The
evening departure was meant so that we would
sail overnight towards the BVI's and then get
to enjoy going through and by them in daylight. We thus planned to set sail for Tuesday
late afternoon, but computer and SAT phone
issues and the inability to get weather updates
managed to burn up Tuesday. We were about
to set off early Wednesday morning when a
squeaky fan belt led to some last minute engine
work and "early" became 10:00am.

In early April, my good friend and delivery
skipper, Rick Butler, called to ask if I would
crew with him on a potential delivery. A broker
in St. Maartens (SXM) had a sale about to go
through and the new owner wanted the boat, a
40’ Lagoon 400 catamaran, delivered to Fort
Lauderdale. The timing was perfect for me, so I
said sure. Of course, at that time of year a
mostly down-wind sail, and needing a late
winter "sun" fix also helped sway my decision
to go!
We arrived in SXM on Sunday, April 26, gathered our rental car (much needed to run errands and get supplies), and headed to Simpson Bay Marina. But of course we had to stop
at Simpson Bay Yacht Club, actually a bar/
bistro, at the edge of the lift bridge into Simpson Bay for some liquid refreshment and, of
course, their famous grouper fish fingers.
After suitably decompressing from the arduous
flight, we headed for the marina and met up
with owner Jeff at his boat. Jeff had crewed,
raced and chartered before but had never
owned a boat. I have sailed cats before and
skippered a 45 there two years ago as a support boat in the Heineken Regatta, but not my
favourite type of sailboat, but certainly roomy
and comfortable. It remained to be seen how it
performed offshore! On first viewing at the
dock, it looked as if it was wider than long

Finally underway Wednesday April 29, and the
skipper elected to route us north of the BVIs
and around Anegada. We had a great SE wind
at 15 knots plus that day and made good time.
Anegada, of course, slipped by in the dark with
just a slight glow from The Settlement on the
Island. For those who are unfamiliar, Anegada
is a massive reef and island that runs from the
north-east corner of Virgin Gorda in the BVI's,
north and then west in an arc about 15 miles to
the north of Virgin Gorda. Very isolated, difficult to get to, shallow witha reef full anchorage,
stunning beaches, and some awesome lobster
shacks with assorted liquids available!
https://www.google.ca/maps/@18.6114121,64.3471705,57815m/data=!3m1!1e3?hl=en
B
ut I digress. Once we got
used to the pitching of
the cat as opposed to
rolling on a monohull
(thank goodness we were
heading downwind!), it
sailed quite well. What
was unusual, however,
was the noise of the
waves as they struck the
structure that joins the
two hulls and forms the
"boat". There were many
horrendous bangs that
would make you think
the thing was about to
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come apart! Of course it didn't and we grew
accustomed to the noise. Rick has been sailing
cats for several years and was much more
familiar with the noises.
Come daybreak Thursday, we broke out the
asymmetric roller furling spinnaker. With a
full main and 15 to 20 knots of wind, we were
enjoying a hull speed of 8 - 10 kts! And then

the dolphins dropped in for some play time; a
pod of about 14 of them, back and forth across
both bows. Always an amazing sight to see
how they really do play, both with the boat
and with each other.
On a delivery, keeping watches organized is
important so that everyone knows who is
keeping an eye on things, and so that others
can sleep in between times. On this trip, we
divided the day up from 0800 to 2000. In the
daytime, we did four hour watches, and at
night we reduced to it to three hours. The
reason is that with only three people on
board, a shorter watch at night is easier to
handle, plus the odd hours allow the shifts to
change backwards by a body each day. Think
about that one! I've often commented that the
hardest thing about doing these trips is sleep
(Continued on page 25)
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deprivation. One would think, with all that
time on our hands, sleep would be a non issue.
But, in fact, with nothing constant and having
to be up at different times each night, one is
always looking for cat nap time. And, of
course, someone has to cook meals, too. We
tend to look after our own breakfasts, but
lunches and dinners are scheduled and prepared by rotation as well.
As I didn't keep notes each day, I'm afraid the
events and times tend to merge into one another. Thus some random moments that stand out.
Captain Rick at the helm, with the author
supervising:

After we had rounded Anegada, we headed
west aiming for a decision point south of the
Turks and Caicos. From that point we would
decide whether to head up the east side of the
Bahamas and around Eleuthra, or head down
and around the bottom of the Bahama Bank
(BB) along the shore of Cuba, and then head
north. The plan was to hopefully pick up some
current from the Gulf Stream to help us along.
Ah, the best laid plans!
We ended up about 30 or 40 miles north of the
coasts of Puerto Rico, the Dominican, and
Haiti. The couple of days and nights north of
Puerto Rico maintained a nice wind, with one
full day of a steady 25kt blow. That wind
calmed down at night, but the Mona Passage
(between Puerto Rico and the Dominican) still
exhibited some of its ability to disrupt the sea
as we passed through that area.
One afternoon, dead calm, no wind, very hot,
somewhere north of the Dominican, we shut
off the engine (run during dead wind times to
keep us moving along), tossed a sheet into the
water and dove in. I think it was about 12,000'
deep in this spot, so no danger of bumping
one's head.

We had a lot of trouble, even after our departure delay, getting the SAT phone to work well
so that we could get some weather information.
Unfortunately we didn't get as much as we
could have used, as we were to discover a day
or two later. At the decision point, we opted to
run towards Cuba. At this point we were getting north-east winds anyway so they were
favourable to keep us moving. What we didn't
know was that there was a low pressure area
developing further south of us combined with a
trough line forming over the Bahamas. This led
to increasing winds from the NE. At first we
thought we were just getting the normal daytime increase in wind strength but, as that day
progressed, we had winds of 25 to 30 knots
pretty steady for about 24 hours. We were
running under a triple reefed main and a triple
reef in the jib with the boat sliding up and
down the rollers quite well. At this point we
probably had wave heights of 6' to 8'. From
time to time we would man the helm manually,
for fun, to break the boredom, for exercise and
to help Jeff learn to do so. Most of the time,
however, the auto-helm did an amazing job of
holding either a heading or tracking a course.
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The second day of the stormy weather dawned
with that same strong wind still blowing. At this
point we were west of Haiti and just north of
Cuba by about 25 miles. But this time the air
was heavy with moisture and we were starting
to see small squalls forming, both visually and
on the radar. As the day progressed, so too did
the squalls. And then the thunder started. Kind
of gets your attention when you can hear thunder over the sound of the boat as there is a fair
amount of water noise with the twin hulls when
the wakes wash together off the stern! And
then sheets of lightning and then the rain. At
this point we only had the triple reefed jib flying and the wind was getting up from a steady
26 knots with gusts up to 33 knots. At times the
rain was quite heavy and thus visibility was
reduced to well under a mile. About 10:30 that
morning with Jeff at the helm (lucky guy), we
got hit with a major downpour. Horizontal rain,
wind gusting for half an hour to 39 knots, and
wave heights now getting up to 10' to 12'. Pretty fascinating to watch the wind blow the top
surf off a wave!
Commonly used now and a great safety item on
boats is the Automatic Information System
(AIS). This device works through the VHF radio
antenna, so if a boat or ship is within VHF
range you will pick it up on the screen of the
nav unit. By highlighting the target, one can see
(in most cases .... I'll come back to this later) the
ship's name, speed, track, length, width, draft,
whether under engine power or sail, where it is
going, and its ETA at destination. But,most
importantly, the system will tell you in how
much time and at what distance the traffic will
be from you when you are at the closest point
to it. Termed CPA (closest point of approach)
and TCPA (time to closest point of approach),
these details let you know day or night, rain or
shine, the location and potential threat of another boat. Of course, the other boat/ship has
the same information about us.By having the
boat’s name, one could also call it on the radio
and agree on intentions or, in the case of our
stormy day, ask if they had a better weather
forecast than we did.
I should mention that after sighting Anegada
that first night, we never saw land again until
we were close to Key Largo, Florida. Going
through the Bahama Bank channel was amaz(Continued on page 26)
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ing as we knew that just a few miles north of
us the water was very shallow, and that 25
miles south of us was Cuba. But when looking
out at the surface of the water, well, it's just
water and it seems to go on forever! This channel is so busy with shipping traffic that there is
actually an east/west system of routing with a
no-go section in the middle, like the barricades on
the 400 Highway, but invisible! Also interesting
along the Cuban shore on
this route is the AIS anomaly I mentioned earlier. We
often saw two targets moving in tandem about eight
miles off the coast. The AIS
would show their speed
and heading, but the rest of
it was always blank. Obviously the Cuban Coast
Guard out patrolling, but
we were not sure what for,
as we never did see the
invasion fleet.
The aftermath of our
stormy days came as we
rounded the bottom of the
Bahama Bank. The foul weather was gone and
a cold (if you can call it that) front had gone
through. It was so nice to feel drier air. The
down side was that we now had a bit of a north
breeze blowing. It never got higher than about
13 kts, but we hoped it wouldn't last into the
Gulf Stream, as being in a northerly flowing
current with an opposing wind can create substantial turbulence in the water.

to the third reef (standard procedure for night
running as the goal is to avoid having to goon
deck at night), but kept the full jib out. Shortly
after 2300 that night, we ran into the turbulence of the Gulf Stream. It was very choppy
for about three hours, and then the wind
dropped and we were in close to shore and
mostly out of the current.

Freighters, fishing boats and cruise ships. This
is a very busy area with cruise ships and
freighters going in and out of Miami. Half an
hour later, dawn began to appear as the shore
became visible and the towers of downtown
Miami rose from the darkness. Truly a stunning
morning as the sun rose on a crystal clear day. I
traded directions with a freighter that was bearing down on us. No contest
when you've got 40' compared to 965'! With daylight I was able to make
my first meal, yogurt, the
last bit of cereal, and the
last blueberries. And with
that I made a Nespresso
coffee, ate, sipped and
watched the sunrise.
When Jeff surfaced at
0800, he was elected to
cook our final meal. A
huge dish of bacon that we
had been saving, a massive
scrambled egg dish, left
over veggies and spuds.
We ate at 0900, and at
1000 turned into the channel entering Port Everglades (Fort Lauderdale).
Another successful mission.

And now, the best part of the trip. I came on
duty at 0500 our last day, shortly after Rick
had turned us north as we got close to Key
Largo. He decided we were going to be okay
for fuel, and thus motored on up on a glassy
calm sea with no wind. When I took over,
there were about eight targets on the AIS.

We were also starting to get tight on fuel and
thus made a decision to head for Key Largo to
get us in close to shore so that we could see
how we were doing. Another calm period late
that afternoon had us again stop the boat, toss
out a line and go for a long swim. This time we
were in about 2000' of water. We had an awesome dinner that evening and then just sat up
and enjoyed the stunning clear air, clear sky
and ride up towards Florida under full sail. As
dark came upon us, the stars arrived. Then the
lights of the Keys, and the glow of Miami appeared followed shortly afterwards with the
moon rising behind us. We reduced the main
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This web link will show you our approximate
route using Navionics: http://tinyurl.com/
nh6ok3hYou can zoom in on the map for more
detail. We actually sailed 1,265 nm, in exactly
(Continued on page 27)
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eight days, for an average speed of 6.6 kts.
There is also a short video segment here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fAZr2R175KU
If you are interested in experiencing some offshore sailing, drop me a note and I would be
happy to steer you in the right direction. It truly
is an awesome experience. Oh, did I mention
the whales? As we were finishing our last dinner, Jeff looked over his shoulder and there
were three whales playing not 100 feet off our
starboard side. We slowed the boat down and
turned around. They paused, spouted a big
plume of spray each, and vanished!

In Memoriam

Robin, who joined the Junior Club the following year.
Two young teens in particular benefited from
George's sailing experience and generosity his nephew David Sparks, and David's friend,
islander Marshall Perdue. George took it on
himself to see that sailing became a way
through the rough years of adolescence for
these two.
George chaired many committees at QCYC,
including: House in 1971, Entertainment in
1972/73, Publicity/Clipper 1977/78/82 and
Planning in 1983. His love of sailing extended
beyond local races. George had many wonderful sailing memories sailing with family and
friends around Lake Ontario, Georgian Bay,
and Lake Huron, and from his time in the
Caribbean.

Doug Miller remembers George and his able
crew Marshall Perdue. They were involved
with the club regatta scene and raced on a
regular basis. Doug cannot say he won every
race but he was involved. George was the first
and Doug believes the only sail boat that
backed into his QCYC mooring. George created a sail magazine for a while, but this was
not as successful as GAM. George had a way
with words and did a column for a local newspaper in his area. The topics were quite varied. For Doug, some of George’s tales would
remind me of his youth when our family had
a cottage down in the Milford area. George
was a golfer and played with some of our old
QCYC members who have retired down in
the Brighton area. I will miss his weekly column.
George Chandler at the helm of his nephew David
Sparks’ boat Wildfire around 2012 or 2013

George Chandler (1931-2015)
Former long-time QCYC member George Chandler passed away on April 30 in Peterborough.

George joined Queen City Yacht Club in 1969,
after purchasing his first boat. He quickly became a fixture of club life; on the water, in the
clubhouse, and in the yard. George and his wife
Betty made many life-long friends in the years
that followed, as did his daughters Leslie and

Don Martin remembers that George's boats
were: Pocket, a Matilda; Prime Time, a Northern 25; and Proxmire, a C&C 30, all beginning with the letter P. George always followed
U.S. news and Senator Proxmire, a maverick
senator from Wisconsin, who was elected to
replace Joe McCarthy and I think this gratified George. Don also remembers that George
always moored stern first. His immediate
neighbours complained in vain about the
Sunday morning classical music that flowed
loudly from his cabin. He was a lively, witty,
off the wall type who entertained his friends
just by being in their company. In recent
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years, he wrote a column in the Northumberland regional newspaper which combined
homespun tidbits, recipes, wine reviews and
his appreciation of fine food and old movies.
I had maintained an email correspondence
with him almost to the end.
Barry Hitchins remembers that he first met
George in 1969 when he joined QCYC.
Along with other Queen City members, we
socialized together, sailed together and the
parties were epic. George always worked in
media of some sort; radio, newspapers, advertising; he was a great ideas man. Barry
also remembers that even the boats he sailed
began with letter P, Pocket, Proxmire and
Prime Time. He started his own sailing magazine called the Bowline. When George retired
he moved to Castleton and then Brighton.

Betty and George Chandler in 2014
When George was editor of the QCYC Clipper he wrote a piece called Chandler’s Corner. It was witty and provided information on
members’ coming and goings. But occasionally something would grab his attention that he
felt needed editorializing. Your current Editor
has recorded one of these from May 1978:
“There are messes being made in the Club’s
washroom that defy description. It is difficult
to believe that civilized people can create
such filthy havoc! We must find out who
these people are, and if they are guests, BAN
THEM from the Club; if they are non-guests
they should be CHARGED with trespassing,
(Continued on page 30)
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Member Profile:
David Kent
By Richard Slee

David’s first sailboat after university was a
Grampian 23, “Jest”, sailed out of Pickering.
During one of Nancy’s first sails a lower
shroud let go and on the next tack the mast
came down leaving her wondering if that happens often. In the early 80s there was a large
exodus from the marina in Pickering. Some
went to ABYC, Bluffers, CBYC and QCYC.
David thought briefly about joining CBYC but
because it was just getting started he thought
there would be
too many construction projects.

It’s easy for David to remember how he was bit
by the sailing bug and the building bug at the
same time. Early childhood summers were
spent with cousins from Toronto and Montreal
in a big rambling cottage
on the shore
of Norway
Bay on the
In 1981 David
Ottawa Rivand Nancy joined
er.
Dads
Queen City, were
joined
the
married, and two
moms, aunts,
months later took
and babysitdelivery of a bare
ters on the
hull and deck for
weekends.
a Douglas 31 kit
The owner of
boat. (Nancy:
the property
what the heck?)
was an Otta- Delivery of a Douglas 31 kit boat, fall 1981
Weekends and
wa architect
nights were spent
and avid sailor. Under the cottage were three
on plumbing, electrical, rigging, building the
derelict sailboats where the kids played on
teak interior and installing the engine. The
rainy days. The owner’s prized possession was
real challenges in the summer heat were joina beautifully varnished Dragon stored safely in
ing the hull and deck and cutting out the ports,
the big boat shed.
which pretty well took a blade per port.
They completed the boat in July 1982, launched
David’s uncle had a Blue Jay dinghy and many
at the foot of the Victory Soya Mills at RCYCs
days were spent learning to sail. When not on
previous city dock and motored across the bay
or in the water the kids were building anything
to QCYC. Two weeks later there was a $375
imaginable from the small beached logs esassessment as the club simply ran short of
caped from the E. B. Eddy log booms up river.
money. (Nancy: what the heck?)
Over-building, even back then, as David remembers all the adults commenting on the excessive use of nails.

Many sailors seem to have a
Sabot Pram somewhere in their
beginnings. David’s dad together
with others in the Ajax/
Frenchman’s Bay area built a
substantial fleet in the early 60s.
Unlike many though the Kent
Sabot pram remains in good
condition in a garage and will be
pressed into service again for a
next generation of young cous- Launch of Douglas 31 Daonnan at RCYC's old city landing, sumins.
mer 1982
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That first summer “Daonnan”, without a permanent mooring, temporarily moored club-side as
a fellow Douglas owner sailed the North Channel. That first gypsy mooring was beside Dalina
exactly where Zarabanda is today. Come that
fall their permanent mooring was assigned on
the south shore in front of the old firehall. It
was a great introduction to QCYC getting to
know everyone on both sides of the lagoon.
The Douglas was sold in 1989 and trucked to its
new owner on the east coast. The next boat, a
Niagara 35“Zarabanda”, is still sailed by the
Kents.In the summer of 1991 along with four
other boats from Queen City, David and Nancy
sailed south to the Bahamas taking a year off
mid-careers. It was probably the best decision
they made as they came back to better jobs
within their same fields resulting in 35+ years
for both, Nancy in medical publishing and David in construction.
David graduated from University of Western
Ontario in 1977 in Urban Studies and Planning.
Originally he planned to follow in his father’s
footsteps in architecture but eventually proceed-

Provisioning Zarabanda in Florida with Peter
Broecker, heading to Bahamas, December 1991

(Continued on page 29)
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fantastic experience and wonderful cruising
should anyone be considering this trip.
The Club has grown significantly over the
years and management has kept pace. The
financial management of the Club has improved greatly since that $375 assessment.
Docks and the new locker and learn to sail
buildings are probably the largest and most
significant changes putting the club on a good
footing for the future.

Cruising and travelling with Queen City Friends

positions of Yard, Secretary, Planning, and Vice
-Commodore.

(David Kent continued from page 28)

ed to a rewarding career in construction. He
completed a diploma program in Construction
Management and additional certification and
accreditation in the American Association of
Costing Engineers preparing him for a career
as a Project Manager. In the late 70s and 80s
he worked for a mid-sized contractor completing a variety of projects from high-end residential to hockey arenas, hotels and subdivision
housing projects. In the 90s his career focussed
on high-rise construction and in 2003 became
VP Construction for a west coast pension fund
development company.

David loves a project and a day does not go by
that there is not one on the go either at the
boat, house, family cottage, or of course QCYC.
A few of the club projects David has enjoyed
being involved with include: the original docks
on the south shore, a variety of yard
projects, north balcony, railing and
stair alterations, new bar, dining
room renovations, clubhouse foundation restoration, AQ 11 purchase,
new docks, and recently the new
locker and learn to sail buildings.
In addition to cruising trophies, the
Valhalla Trophy and the Georgina
World Cup, David has been recipient of the Jack Albertson trophy. His
involvement with Queen City included many years on the Board in the

David has crewed on a number of boats for
Wednesday races and in the
late 90sDavid along with Peter
Jones, Peter Broecker and
Wayne Lilley partnered in a
Soling named Flying Queens
aka Smooz. And with the
Soling David introduced sailing to nieces and nephews.

Back issues have curtailed David’s Crazy Canuck-style skiing, hiking out on a Soling, and
some of the heavy pushing in the yard, but he
still loves a project. Projects continue to keep
David busy as does spending time with family
and friends. The friendships made over these
past 34 years at Queen City are wonderful and
quite special. That cruise south in 1991 was
just the start of many other travel adventures

Two summers ago David and
Nancy trucked Zarabanda to
Midland and cruised the
30,000 Islands and North
Channel to experience “one of
the top cruising spots in the
Awards night success for Flying Queens. David Kent,
world” so Nancy remembers
Peter Broecker, Wayne Lilley and Peter Jones
reading in some sailing magaincluding New Zealand, the Caribbean, Europe
zine, that first year sailing the Grampian. It is a
and Florida.

Many friendships start at Queen City but grow
and expand beyond sailing.

Cruising Trophies. Most ports entered and best log, 1992
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vandalism and any other offense that would
apply. Should it be members, and let us fervently hope that it is not, the constitution of the
Club provided the course that should be taken
…. INSTANT SUSPENSION ….
Some members of Queen City either don’t know
or have forgotten some basic boating etiquette. I
listened to one skipper bemoan about this over
a few drinks and promise to bring two of his
complaints to our readers attention. One should
never board a boat without the skipper’s permission with few exceptions. You should first get
the skipper’s attention. A sharp rap on the forestay with a marlin spike usually suffices. Or a
knuckle rap on the hull. Then one asks for permission to board.
The other objection our irate owner had was the
thoughtless practice of people who, being on the

outside of a raft,
make their way to
the dock through the
cockpit of the boat
(boats) they are rafted to. One does not
tramp through what
is in effect, the obliging skipper’s living
room. Etiquette as
well as seamanship is
the mark of a yachtsman.”
George had a great
send off at the RSL
in Colbourne Sunday, May 30th. He
had been in the Royal Canadian Air
Force in his early
days. The last post
was played, followed

by two minutes of
silence as is fitting for
military personnel. A
lot of humorous stories
were told by old
friends. It was great to
catch up with past
QCYC members, in
particular
David
Sparks and Jim and
Marlee
Tilker.
George's 'blue eyed
lady' Betty received
everyone as they entered the legion along
with their daughter
Leslie. We signed the
guest book on behalf of
the Commodore Ron
Mazza and QCYC.
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Schedules and Calendar
Restaurant and Bar Hours

Sailing and Entertainment Events
June 20: Lobsterfest
June 20-21: LORC RCYC Open
July 4-5: OYS Cruise, LORC PCYC Open
July 10-14 LO300
July 10-19: Pan Am Games Sailing
July 11: Taste of the Island — Practically Hip
July 28-August 2: LYRA
August 1-3: FBYC Cruise
August 8: Women’s Skippers Race — Motown Mamma
August 9: AHMEN (EYC)
August 15: LOSHRS Race 4 (Long Distance)
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Restaurant

Summer
May 12 - Sep 13

Monday

Closed

Tuesday

5.00 pm - 9.00 pm

Wednesday

5.00pm - 10.00 pm

Thursday

5.00 pm - 9.00 pm

Friday

5.00 pm - 10.00 pm

Saturday

9.00 am - 10.00 pm

Sunday

9.00 am - 9.00 pm

Statutory Holidays

Sunday Hours

Bar

Summer
May 12 - Sep 13

Monday

Closed

Tuesday

4.00 pm - 9.00 pm

Wednesday

3.00 pm - 10.00 pm

Thursday

4.00 pm -9.00 pm

Friday**

3.00 pm - 11:00 pm

Saturday**

12 noon - 11:00 pm

Sunday

12 noon - 9.00 pm

Statutory Holidays*

Sunday Hours

